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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project is to design a sensory trail with a surrounding site plan that is a
welcoming environment for those involved in Healing Reins. This will assist riders of Healing
Reins with sensory activities throughout their trail experience. 13 Stations are designed to allow
riders to practice sensory activities along an engineered trail that assists riders, horses,
instructors, and an inviting environment. These stations include the welcome, magnetic chalk
board, motor skills, car wash, sound, bean bag toss, texture board, smell, bridge, basketball,
stretch, matching mural, and tire squeeze stations The trail is to be for those with special needs,
horses, and any family members of those special needs riders. Tasks that were performed prior to
completion of this project includes: discussion with Monica Fella and Stacy Denton to gather
ideas, survey, design of trail with 3 options, design of rain garden, design of planting plan,
creation of estimate, and finally creation of final plan set.
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HEALING REINS EQUESTRIAN TRAIL DESIGN
1

INTRODUCTION

The scope of this project includes several aspects within the realm of Civil Engineering. This
includes aspects of design, construction, and constant communication with those involved in the
project. To efficiently complete all these aspects the total work was made into a list and each
group member took control of each task. Some important tasks that were created include but are
not limited to surveying, creation of estimate, design rain garden/ stations along trail, and lastly
creation of final plan set. Each team member contributed to each aspect of the tasks.
To complete the plan set all the tasks must first be completed. The first task was to survey the
existing area. This allowed the design of the trail with 3 options to be created. Option 1 of the
trail includes pea gravel and a geocell material. Option 2 includes mulch and option 3 includes
excavated soil from the site. The next part of the plan set includes the planting plan and the rain
garden plan. A design of the rain garden was created, and plants were chosen for the rain garden
and planting plan based on aesthetic appeal and sensory needs. The last step when creating the
plan set included the estimate. An estimate was created from scratch based on the necessary
labor and equipment that would be provided by Blue Moon Stables. Once a plan set was created
it was given to Healing Reins and Blue Moon Stables so that they can start construction.

2
2.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND
HEALING REINS DESCRIPTION

Healing Reins of Kentucky is a program in which participants can become involved in
therapeutic riding, equine-assisted learning, and mobile equine experiences. Healing Reins
serves people ages 4 and up that have physical, social, emotional, or cognitive needs. It is a
program in which volunteers create a fun and rewarding experience for the participants of the
program. This means that people with disabilities who are ages 4 and up participate in a program
in which the rider is on a horse, and they work on their individual needs by completing activities
at stations along the trail.
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2.2

BLUE MOON STABLES DESCRIPTION

Blue Moon Stables is one of the horse stables that is home to Healing Reins. Blue Moon Stables
was the first of two to accept the program. It is a family owned and operated by the Denton
family, and it is home to horses, crops, and goats. This is where the Healing Reins Sensory Trail
will be built.

2.3

PROJECT GOAL

The goal of this project is to successfully design a sensory equestrian trail for all sorts of riders
and instructors to enjoy daily. We seek to design the best experience for those likely to use this
trail by enabling our skills and collaborating with the Healing Reins staff to implement all they
wish to teach. Healing Reins works with disabled kids by methods of therapeutic horseback
riding. We seek to create such a trail that allows all kids, no matter their mental or physical
restrictions, the ability to ride horseback and enjoy different sensory activities along the way.

3
3.1

RIDING BEHAVIORS
RIDER BEHAVIORS

When riding a horse, the rider needs to understand the horses training and ability when getting
on horseback. Riders who are inadequately trained with horses need to be guided or trained
before getting on horseback. In the case of Healing Reins, riders will be accompanied by trained
horse professionals who understand how horses react in certain situations. The trained
professional must be always utilized at the Healing Reins Sensory Trail in all cases. They will
help the riders understand the horse’s activity, guide the horses from station to station, and assist
the riders with any horse issues. When riding on a horse in the Healing Reins Sensory Trail,
safety is always their first concern.

3.2

HORSE BEHAVIORS

Horses are evolutionary prey species that, in most cases, are well-trained animals. They have
been trained, at Blue Moon Stables, to enable riders and act accordingly to properly give the
riders the best experience possible. Horses can act out of the ordinary when a threat is potential.
At the Healing Reins Sensory Trail, the environment must be accepting of all horse activity and
allow horses to have as good of an experience as the riders (Horses, 2019). Tender feet, attention,
10

and noises may cause horses to be spooked. Horses react differently to the various trail materials
they walk on. At the Healing Reins Sensory Trail, we have chosen three different material types
to accommodate horses and allow them to have comfortable feet when on the trail. Horses show
fear when things move quickly. Things like flags, bags, poles, and more can cause a horse to get
spooked as well as any noise which can make a horse nervous. Blue Moon Stables has already
established rules between the rider/observers and horses to enable a calm, smooth ride. This
means a calm environment must be established at the Healing Reins Equestrian Trail.

4
4.1

PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

Within the Layout section flags will be the only material used because to plan where the trail,
rain garden, and stations will go it was assumed the crew would use flags to map out the areas. It
was estimated there would be 142 flags used based on there would be 1 flag every 5 feet along
the trail and then a total of 5 flags used for each station and approximately 5 flags used for each
rain garden area.
The materials used for Trail Option 1 include KYDOT #8’s which is pea-gravel, landscape
edging for the pea gravel, geotextile fabric, Light hoof Honeycomb, and stakes. The geotextile
fabric will be the first material placed on the trail, there will be 3 rolls of geotextile fabric. The
next material to be placed is the Light Hoof Honeycomb material. There will be 164 geocell
sections purchased for the entire project. For the honeycomb material to stay in place stakes must
be set, there must be 25-30 stakes within each honeycomb section, which means 4920 stakes are
to be purchased. Lastly there will be pea-gravel placed with edging on the sides. There will also
be 1088 tons of pea-gravel purchased, and 490 feet of edging purchased. The Light Hoof
Honeycomb material is a material that goes underneath the pea gravel to provide extra support
for the horses to allow for less injury. An image of the construction process for Trail Option 1 is
shown below in Figure
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Figure 1: Construction Process of Geocell Material.
The materials used for Trail Option 2 include landscape edging for the mulch, geotextile fabric,
and mulch. The geotextile fabric will be the first material placed on the trail, there will be 3 rolls
of geotextile fabric. Lastly there will be rubber mulch placed with edging on the sides. Rubber
mulch was decided based on Blue Moon Stables and their requests. There will be 1117.77 cubic
yard of mulch purchased, and 490 feet of edging purchased. For trail option 3 the materials
include geotextile fabric, and excavated soil from the jobsite. There will be 3 rolls of geotextile
fabric purchased and there will be no soil purchased because it is coming from the site. A
depiction of Trail Option 2 is shown in Figure 2 and a depiction of Trail Option 3 is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 2: Trail Option 2 Mulch Cross Section.
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Figure 3: Trail Option 3 Excavated Soil Cross Section.

For the stations along the trail there are several materials that will be purchased. All the materials
for the trail were found at Home Depot. For all stations to be placed in the ground there will be 4
bags of 80lb concrete purchased. The materials for Station 1: Welcome Station, Station 2:
Magnetic Chalk Board, Station 3: Motor Skills, Station 4: Car Wash, Station 7: Texture Board,
Station 8: Smell Station, Station 10: Basketball Station, Station 11: Stretch Station, and Station
12: Matching Mural Station includes 2 - 4x4 posts, and 1 - 4’x1.5’x1/4” plywood sheet for each
station. This adds up to be 18 – 4x4 posts and 9 – 4'x1.5’x1/4” plywood sheets for the stations
listed above. There will also need to be magnetic chalk board accessories purchased or used from
the site. Other materials that must be purchased include 7 pool noodles, 1 – 8' braided rope
section, materials for the motor skills station such as buttons, texture samples, and any other
materials that will be used on the site for the other stations. Station 5: Sound Station materials
include 2 – 4x4 posts, and assorted sizes of PVC pipe. Station 6: Bean Bag Toss station materials
include 2 – 2’x4’ plywood sheets and 2 – 1"x1”x36” lumber. The materials for Station 9: Bridge
Station include 10 – 2x4 lumber pieces, and 1 – 2x6 lumber pieces. Station 13: Tire Squeeze
station materials include 2 tires.
For the rain garden to be accomplished there needs to be plants placed. The plants that are
included in the rain garden include 20 Cinnamon Ferns, 20 Ohio Goldenrods, and 20 Tall
Sunflowers. The same concept is used for the planting plan. The reasoning behind the planting
plan is to add plants alongside the trail for the horses and the riders to interact with during their
time with Healing Reins. The plants included in the materials for the planting plan are 21
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Eryngium Yuccifolium, 7 Fragrant Sumac, 15 Jerusalem-Artichoke, 16 Mountain Mint, and 10
Viburnum Prunifolium plants.

4.2

DESCRIPTION OF LABOR/ EQUIPMENT

Within the engineering/design bid item the labor crew that was created includes 2 USI
engineering students working for 17 dollars an hour and a production rate of 1 unit per hour. This
17 comes from the assumption that an engineering student works for a median wage of $17 an
hour. The rate of 1 unit per hour translates to 1 hour/hour. This means that each hour that is
worked by the USI students is translated into the total man hours worked for 2 students’ total.
For the following bid items there were two crews created. The first crew (LC – light crew)
includes 6 general laborers working at 11.50 an hour, a pickup truck that is assumed to be used
10% of the time, and a John Deer 320 Skid Steer that is assumed to be used 40% of the time. The
second crew (HC – heavy crew) consists of 12 general laborers working at 11.50 an hour, a
pickup truck that is assumed to be used 10% of the time, and a John Deere 320 Skid Steer that is
assumed to be used 60% of the time. An image of the skid steer that will be used is shown below
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: John Deere 320 Skid Steer.
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For the light clearing and grubbing task the heavy crew was assigned with a production rate of
0.22 acres per hour. The production rate of 0.0275 comes from the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation production rate for clearing and grubbing of 4-6 stations per day. A station is
approximately 100 ft apart so 4*100*3=1200. This means that 1200 square feet can be cleared in
a day. This then converts to 0.0275 acres per day. In this case a day is considered a 10-hour
workday.
The layout task includes all the volunteers coming to the site for a first day introduction to the
project. It is assumed that the maximum number of workers will attend on the first day of
construction, which is why a heavy crew is being used for the layout task. The layout task also
includes putting flags every so often along the trail to show where the trail, stations, rain garden,
and plants will be located. The labor for layout has a production rate of 1 hour per hour, which
means that each hour the crew is out there doing work for the layout time that is translated
directly into the total hours that goes into that task. The next task to be completed is the
excavation for the trail. This will require a heavy crew due to the workload that needs to be
completed. The production rate for this activity is 200 CY/day. This means that a heavy crew can
excavate 200 cubic yards of soil within a 10-hour workday. This number comes from the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation production rates table.
Bid-item 6 consists of 3 different child items. 601 is the first child item which is Trail Option 1
Pea Gravel and Geocell. There are 4 labor activities that are associated with bid-item 601. The
first labor activity is roll out geotextile fabric along surface. This uses the heavy crew, and it has
a production rate of 100 SY per day according to the DRAFT production rates table. The second
labor activity is open and place geocell material. This consists of a heavy crew and a production
rate of 5 geocell’s per day. This comes from individual opinions because it is believed that the
labor that goes into placing the geocell materials would slow down the crew only allowing them
to place 5 in a 10-hour day. The third activity is staking for the geocell material. According to the
Light hoof Geocell Material website 30 stakes would be placed for each geocell material to hold
it in place. This means that if 5 geocell materials are placed in a day then 150 stakes would be
placed in a day. So, the production rate for activity 3 is 150. This activity also uses a heavy crew.
The last activity for this bid-item is placing aggregate. This activity consists of a heavy crew
with a production rate of 300 ton per day. This production rate comes from the DRAFT
production rates table.
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602 is the second child item which is Trail Option 2 Mulch. There are 2 labor activities that are
associated with bid-item 602. The first labor activity is roll out geotextile fabric along surface.
This uses the heavy crew, and it has a production rate of 100 SY per day according to the
DRAFT production rates table. The second labor activity is place mulch overlay. This consists of
a heavy crew with a production rate of 300 ton per day. According to the DRAFT production rate
table 400 tons per day can be placed. With the crew and equipment available it is believed that
only 300 tons per day could be placed.
603 is the third child item which is Trail Option 3 Excavated Soil. There are 2 labor activities
that are associated with bid-item 603. The first labor activity is roll out geotextile fabric along
surface. This uses the heavy crew, and it has a production rate of 100 SY per day according to
the DRAFT production rates table. The second labor activity is place excavated soil. This
consists of a heavy crew with a production rate of 110 CY per day. According to the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation 110 CY per day can be placed of topsoil.
Bid-item 7: Stations consists of 13 child items these are numbered 701-713. Each station consists
of a light crew. Each station also has the same production rate of 1 per hour. This means that 1
station can be built each hour. This is based on assumptions since there is no data for building
stations.
The next bid-item in the list is Rain Garden. The rain garden item consists of 1 labor activity
which includes the heavy crew with a production rate of 200 CY per hour. Based on the
Wisconsin production rates shallow excavation comes out to 200-1000 CY/day. It is assumed
that a crew of this size and capabilities would excavate the 200 CY per day. The last bid-item is
Native Plant Layout. This item consists of a heavy crew with a production rate of 60 cubic feet
per day. This assumes that a cubic foot volume should be able to be dug by the crew in 10 min.
Images for the bill of materials (including labor and excluding labor) will be found in Appendix
D and Appendix E along with an image of the estimate software Heavy Bid, Draft Production
Rate Table, and the Wisconsin Production Rate Table.

4.3

COST ESTIMATE FOR TRAIL INCLUDING OPTIONS 1, 2, AND 3

The cost estimate for Trail Option 1: Pea Gravel and Geocell includes the mobilization for all
equipment, light clearing and grubbing, layout of trail and stations, all excavation on site, trail
option 1: pea gravel and geocell, all 13 stations, the rain garden, and the native plant layout. The
16

total for the project including Trail Option 1: Pea Gravel and Geocell totals to $158,119.49. The
cost estimate for Trail Option 2: Mulch includes all the above activities except Trail Option 1: Pea
Gravel and Geocell. Instead, it will include Trail Option 2: Mulch. The total cost for the project
including Trail Option 2: Mulch totals to $113,344.72. The cost estimate for Trail Option 3:
Excavated Soil includes all the above activities except Trail Option 1: Pea Gravel and Geocell.
Instead, it will include Trail Option 3: Excavated Soil. The total cost for the project including Trail
Option 3: Excavated Soil totals to $71,364.70. These numbers include the labor for each activity.
Since it is most likely that labor will not be included because labor will be volunteered the new
estimates are as follows: Trail Option 1 totals to be $112,354.10, Trail Option 2 totals to be
$46,859.99, and lastly Trail Option 3 totals to be $3,475.74.

5
5.1

TRAIL DESIGN OPTIONS
SURVEY

To properly conduct a site design of the new trail, a survey was conducted onsite. This survey
allowed us to utilize different points of the existing trail to determine stormwater runoff path, the
centerline of the new trail design, cross sectional points along different survey stations, tree
locations, rain garden locations, new trail location, topographic maps of new and existing trail
design, and sensory station locations.
We used GNSS surveying systems to generate our survey onsite. A GNSS survey uses GPS and
GNSS signals via a receiver and antenna. This process determines forms, boundaries, position of
points, and general elevations. We used the Real Time Kinematics version of a GNSS survey.
This type of survey is the most accurate in the business. First, we had to set up a base station
onsite and determine a known point using GPS to determine longitude, latitude, and elevation of
our base station. During this process we determined our DATUMs to be NAD83 and Kentucky
State Plane. This allowed accuracy of satellites to determine a proper survey of our site. After the
base station was set up, we set up a rover using the same DATUM. When the two stations were
ready for use, we went to each point at Blue Moon Stables we wanted to survey and ran the
measurement. After about two hours, we had our survey complete and were able to process our
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existing site conditions for the Healing Reins Equestrian Trail. This equipment is shown in
Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: GNSS RTK Survey System

Figure 6: GNSS Survey Equipment
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5.2

EXISTING TRAIL DESCRIPTION

To attain the existing conditions for the Healing Reins Equestrian Trail, we had to process our
survey data in AutoCAD Civil 3D. This allowed us to create a topographic map of the current
landscape onsite. Using this data, we were able to profile the topography in a vertical graph. This
showed us where low points were located, allowed us to determine stormwater runoff paths
using flow arrows, and allowed us to determine locations of our rain gardens. The existing
topography and trail shape is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Existing Conditions
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5.3

NEW TRAIL DESIGN

A new trail was designed according to the Missouri Trail Standards. This was also done utilizing
AutoCAD Civil 3D. We used centerline surveying points to also use in our innovative design. By
using this centerline, we made a new trail alignment and design shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: New Conditions
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To design a proper trail, we had to size an assembly of the new trail design. We determined our
trail will be two, 4’ lanes with railroad ties on the outer edges (Figure 10). This design created an
8’-8” total width of the trail for riders and instructors to utilize. The daylight interceptor of the
trail was set to a 2.00:1 ratio to allow for water to runoff the trail on the outer edges and avoid
pooling. The trail assembly is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Trail Assembly

Figure 10: Railroad Tie Cross Section
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During our design, we created a profile view of the new and existing trail in Civil 3D (Figure
12). The grading of the trail is 2.00%. The new trail will have a total length of 972.24 feet. The
total elevation change of the trail is around 10 feet with the beginning of the trail being at the
highest elevation (390’) and each fork slowly descending in elevation until their ends (380’ and
382’). By utilizing this profile (Figure 12), we were able to determine cut and fill volumes for the
new trail material options. The total cut for the trail is 26.26 cubic yards, and the total fill for the
trail is 1117.77 cubic yards (Figure 11). We also determined our total disturbed area of the new
trail to be 2.9 acres. This is a balanced site, meaning materials from the cut of the original trail
will be used along the new trail for fill and compaction needs.

Figure 11: Cut and Fill Summary

Figure 12 shows the profile view, with elevations, of the new and existing trail designs cross
referenced. This allowed us to design a gradual decrease in elevation throughout the trail to allow
stormwater to runoff the trail’s sides and not pool along its path.
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Figure 12: Profile View of New and Existing Trail

5.4

MATERIAL OPTION 1: GEOCELL WITH PEA GRAVEL

The first material option for the Healing Reins Sensory trail is geocell material with pea gravel
fill. This option is the nicest, yet most expensive option. Geocells are engineered, soft cells
designed for stabilization and improvement on the performance of trails. They help avoid erosion
of trail material and allow for more comfort for riders and horse. These cells will be 2” in height
and filled with pea gravel, with the pea gravel extending 2” above the geocell. Underneath the
geocell material is a geotextile fabric to help keep the pea gravel out of the existing ground. The
geocell material fill cross sections are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
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Figure 13: Geocell Material

Figure 14: Geocell Isometric View

5.5

MATERIAL OPTION 2: MULCH

The second trail material option is mulch. This option is cheaper than geocell, but less
comforting for riders and horses. The mulch will be filled 4” deep between the two railroad ties
along the trail. Mulch has more capability to erode but will typically stay in place when properly
placed and compacted. The chance of pooling in the mulch option is low due to its porous nature.
After placement, it will be compacted with a local farm tractor to help with erosion. The cross
section of the mulch material fill is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Mulch

5.6

MATERIAL OPTION 3: EXCAVATED SOIL

The final trail material option is excavated soil from the local site or surrounding area. This
option is also cheaper than geocell, but with less quality and more maintenance required. The
excavated soil will be placed 4” deep throughout the trail and lie between the outer railroad ties.
This option has the most capability of erosion and pooling throughout the trail. Excavated soil
will be compacted by the local farm tractor until fill has reached its proper depth. This trail
option is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Excavated Soil
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6
6.1

TRAIL STATIONING DESIGN
PURPOSE OF DIFFERENT STATIONS

Throughout the Healing Reins Sensory trail, different sensory stations are placed to strategically
allow riders to experience sensory activities. These activities vary from different sensory
activities to allow every rider to experience a sensory sensation. These different sensory station
ideas were given to us through Healing Reins and work to assist the needs of each rider. Each
station is described in the following section.

6.2

STATION DESCRIPTIONS

The stations’ locations are scattered throughout the sensory trail. These locations are shown on
the map in Figure 17. Stations are built differently depending on how each station will be used
for the riders. Each station will use Douglas fir structural wood posts to allow for the stations to
last in all conditions. Some stations have treated plywood to capture the station activities for the
riders. 80 lb. concrete will be used for the footing of each station. This is shown in Figure 18. All
wood connections will be connected using four 2” screws evenly spaced at loading points. Each
station's dimensions and sizing are shown in their designated figure as well as Appendix G. Most
station activities can be done from horseback or on foot to allow for several ways to complete the
activities.

26

Figure 17: Station Locations

Figure 18: Station Footing
Station 1 is the Welcome Station. This station is located at the beginning of the trail to allow
riders to view an aerial map of the trail and shows the station locations and the different activities
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offered. This station will also include trail information and a flower box at the foot of the station.
Station 1 is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Welcome Station

Station 2 is the Magnetic Chalk Board station. This station will include colors, numbers, letters,
and other objects that riders can place on the activity board. There will be a magnetic board
placed on the plywood wall to allow the riders to place the various objects in whatever
arrangements they wish. This sensory station will help with touch and visual sensations. The
magnetic chalk board is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Magnetic Chalk Board

Station 3 is the Motor Skills station. This station will allow riders to move, detach, and play with
various objects on the station board. It will include things like zippers, hooks, snaps, buckles,
laces, and much more. This station will help with touching sensations for riders. The motor skills
station is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Motor Skills

Station 4 is the Car Wash station. This station will be tall enough for riders to ride their horse
under the station and allow the rider to get their “car washed.” This station will include a set of
hanging pool noodles hanging from a braided rope. Each noodle will have holes cut out on either
side of the noodle, at the top, to allow for the rope to connect all the noodles together. The rope
in this station will be tied off on either post or nailed in with a bracket. The car wash station is
shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Car Wash

Station 5 is the Sound Station. This will include variously sized pipes attached horizontally to
two posts. This station will have a mallet attached to the post to allow riders to hit the pipes and
make sounds, like a xylophone. Each pipe will have ½” deep interior holes at each pipe
connection with the post to allow for no pipe movement. Each hole will be cut based off the
diameter of the pipe used. The sound station is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Sound Station

Station 6 is the Bean Bag Toss station. This station will include various hole shapes for riders to
toss bags into. The design of this station is like cornhole board design. There will be circular,
triangular, and square holes for the bag to be tossed into. Riders can throw bags from horseback
or on foot depending on what their instructor plans. The bean bag toss station can be seen in
Figures 24 and 25.

Figure 24: Bean Bag Toss (Side View)
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Figure 25: Bean Bag Toss (Top View)

Station 7 is the Texture Board station. This station will include different objects to allow riders to
touch and feel various materials. The texture board will include things like denim, corduroy, felt,
sandpaper, rocks, tennis balls, sand, and more. These items will be connected to the board
depending on their material. The texture board station is shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Texture Board

Station 8 is the Smell Station. This station will include various smelly objects to allow riders to
experience the smelling sensation. It will include things like coffee, spices, herbs, flowers, soap,
mint, and much more. The smell station is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Smell Station
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Station 9 is Bridge Station. This station is used to allow riders to feel like they are moving up and
down on horseback. This station will include a fence-like boarded section which lies on the
ground. This section will be slightly raised above the ground. Riders will take their horse over
the “bridge” in this sensory station. The edges of this station will be supported by concrete
blocks on either end to control tipping. The bridge station is shown in Figure 28

Figure 28: Bridge Station

Station 10 is the Basketball station. This will include six horizontal holes along the board of the
station. Riders will be able to throw balls into each of these holes. A posted piece of plywood
will have basketball sized holes for riders to throw balls through. A red ring will be painted
around each hole and basketball netting will be attached to the back of each hole to allow the ball
to be kept from rolling away. The basketball station is shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Basketball Station

Station 11 is Stretch Station. This station will include hanging objects to allow riders to stretch
for an activity. This can be done on horseback or on foot. Riders will be able to stretch and touch
objects along the station board to unhook objects. The stretch station is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Stretch Station

Station 12 is the Matching Mural Station. This station will allow riders to find items from the
associated box and match it with items on the board. This station will have a box located at the
footing of one of the posts with various objects that match various objects on the board. The
matching mural station is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Matching Mural Station

Station 13 is Tire Squeeze Station. This station will include two side-by-side buried tires which
will allow riders to walk the horse between. The two tires will be staggered side-by-side and
buried halfway under the ground. Excavated soil will be used to bury the underground half of the
tire. Riders will be challenged to weave their horse through the two tires in a figure eight-like
fashion. The tire squeeze station is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Tire Squeeze Station

7
7.1

HYDRAULIC DESIGN
RAIN GARDEN PURPOSE

A rain garden is a cost-effective way to collect stormwater runoff and is designed to collect
runoff from roofs, driveways, streets, and many more areas. This is a depressed garden with a
designed cross section of soil materials that allow the water runoff to slowly trickle into the
surface of the earth. Throughout the garden, plants capable of holding copious quantities of water
in short periods of time will be used to soak up some excess water. These plants are also used as
an attraction to observers, so the water collection basin looks naturally beautiful. Throughout the
Healing Reins Sensory Trail three rain gardens are designed in depressed areas where
stormwater will flow in rain events. These three rain gardens are strategically placed to intercept
water runoff before it reaches, crosses, or interacts with the trail.

7.2

SOIL ANALYSIS

A soil analysis was conducted to determine the hydrologic soil groups underneath the earth’s
surface at the project location. A hydrologic soil group is a group of soils that have similar runoff
potential under certain circumstances during a rain event. This allowed for rain garden design to
be designed better using the curve number method. This method considers the pervious surfaces
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around the project site to determine the total runoff that will absorb into the soil and runoff
according to a certain rain event. In the rain garden design for the Healing Reins Sensory Trail,
we used a curve number that dealt with most of the soil found in the boring log. In our design,
we used a 5-year 60-minute flood event. The boring log determined a Group B soil group to take
over most of the project site. Group B soil has moderate infiltration rates when they are wet
thoroughly. This soil is moderately well drained and has moderate fine and coarse textured
patterns. Group B soils have a moderate rate of water transmission. Through these
determinations, we were able to use the curve number method to properly size and design a rain
garden to intercept water runoff along the Healing Reins Sensory Trail. The soil analysis has
more information in Appendix F.

7.3

DESCRIPTION OF PLANTS IN RAIN GARDEN

The rain garden will have plants with the ability to take in copious amounts of water in short
periods of time. There will be three plants scattered through our three rain gardens. Cinnamon
Fern, Ohio Goldenrod, and Tall Sunflower will be the three plants included. Both gardens will
have 10 of each species of plant. The plant layout in the rain garden is shown in Figure 33 and
34.
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Figure 33: Rain Garden Planting Plan

Figure 34: Rain Garden Planting Plan Legend

Cinnamon Ferns are large erect plants that have narrow spikes of cinnamon brown sporeproducing structures. These resemble cinnamon sticks. The Cinnamon Fern is a minimal
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maintenance plant that is commonly pest and disease free, which also does well in wet sites. The
Cinnamon Fern is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Cinnamon Fern

Ohio Goldenrod is a large plant that grows about 3-4 feet in height. They have flat leaves and
large, yellow wildflowers that sprout in the spring. It also attracts wildlife like bees and
butterflies. Ohio Goldenrods must be kept moist, allowing it to live well in a rain garden. The
Ohio Goldenrod is shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Ohio Goldenrod
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Tall Sunflower is a large plant with bright yellow flowers. This plant grows about 2-5 feet with a
rounded base. Tall Sunflower also produces fruit pods which attract local wildlife. This plant is
normally found in sunny environments but bodes well in wet conditions. Tall Sunflower is
shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Tall Sunflower

7.4

DESIGN OF RAIN GARDEN

The rain garden was designed to intercept stormwater runoff before its unavoidable crossing of
the newly graded trail. Using Civil 3D, we determined the flow path of water through the trail
conditions and placed our rain gardens to intercept that flow. This is shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Stormwater Runoff Path

Using the Missouri Trail Standards, we were able to design a cross sectional depth layout of the
rain gardens. This determines the types of materials to be topsoil, loam, sand, and #2 stone.
Topsoil is 4” thick, loam is 12” thick, sand is 4” thick, and #2 stone is 2” thick. This bring the
depth of the rain gardens to be 22”. The rain garden’s cross section is designed to filter
stormwater runoff as is seeps through the garden. This will allow less pollution throughout the
local groundwater. A cross section of the rain garden is shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Rain Garden Cross Section View

To size the total area of the rain gardens we used the SCS Curve Number method. First, we used
Civil 3D to determine the affected area, its type of land, the hydrologic soil group, its curve
number, and the area it disturbs. Curve numbers were determined from the TR-55 curve number
table for agricultural lands, Group B hydrologic soil group. The affected areas are shown in
Figure 40.

Figure 40: Affected Storm Area
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Next, we determined the precipitation frequency for a 5-year, 60-minute rainfall event in the
Henderson, Kentucky area. This was determined to be 1.79 inches from NOAA. Using these
numbers, we were able to calculate a weighted curve number and runoff depth and volume of
this rainfall event. The weighted curve number is 68.8, the runoff depth is 0.142 inches, and the
volume of runoff is 113.4 ft2. To attain an accurate affected area for the rain gardens, we found a
weighted porosity of 0.473. The types of soil were determined from the boring log shown in
Appendix F. Using these types of soil, we determined the porosity of each soil from an
infiltration table provided by the USDA Soil Survey. By using depth, runoff volume, and
weighted porosity, we determined our total area of the rain gardens to be 130.8 ft 2, leaving each
garden to have 65.4 ft2 disturbed. The areas of each garden can be shown in Figure 41. All
calculations and steps are shown in Appendix B.

Figure 41: Rain Garden Disturbed Areas

7.5

DESCRIPTION OF TRAIL PLANTING PLAN
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A planting plan has been set to allow the trail to include beauty and sensory options throughout
the sensory trail. Each plant that is used in the planting plan has a sensory sensation to allow
riders to stop and observe or observe from a distance. Plants will be planted along the trail,
separate from the rain garden plants. These plants will be strategically placed around each station
to complement that station’s sensory goal, or just for simple beauty. There will be 21 Eryngium
yuccifolium, 10 Viburnum prunifolium, 16 Mountain mint, 7 Fragrant sumac, and 15 JerusalemArtichoke. The planting plan is shown in Figure 42 and 43.

Figure 42: Planting Plan Layout
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Figure 43: Planting Plan Layout Legend

Each plant used in the sensory trail planting plan is described as such:
Eryngium yuccifolium “Rattlesnake Master” matures to a height of 4' and has white flowers.
These plants will be placed near the trail to act as a feeling sensation for riders to touch. It is
shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Eryngium yuccifolium
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Viburnum prunifolium is a large shrub acting as a tall hedge. It is flat topped and covered with
white flowers and hosts lots of wildlife. This plant will be placed in the back due to its
size and it will act as a visual sensation for riders. It is shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Viburnum prunifolium

Mountain mint is a fragrant herb that grows about 30" high. It grows in a cluster of white and
purple flowers. This plant will be placed throughout the rain garden to act as a smell sensation
for riders. It is shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46: Mountain Mint

Fragrant sumac is a shrub which can grow from 6-12'. It has velvet-like twigs and glossy leaves.
This plant produces a lemony smell which will act as a smell sensation for riders. It is shown in
Figure 47.

Figure 47: Fragrant sumac
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Jerusalem-Artichoke is a course, hairy plant with stout stems. It has large yellow flower heads
which attracts birds. This plant will act as a visual and touch sensory station for riders. It is
shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48: Jerusalem-Artichoke

8

PLAN SET

Throughout the design process, we worked to create a plan set of the Healing Reins Sensory
Trail. This plan set captured the whole design process. Healing Reins will be able to utilize the
plan set to build the sensory trail, all stations, rain gardens, and plants involved. The Healing
Reins Sensory Trail plan set is shown in Appendix G.

9
9.1

DESIGN FACTORS
PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELFARE

Public health is a main priority when designing, building, or implementing a project. The horse
sensory trail affects the public health by utilizing safe practices when in operation. We designed
the equestrian trail to benefit the rider’s physical, mental, and emotional health through their
ability to experience sensory stations on horseback. Horse sensory trails are known to help riders
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physically, psychologically, and educationally. Our design works to complete these goals with
proper execution during the rider’s trail experience. Safety and welfare are considered during the
design of the horse trail. Our main goal is safety for all riders and instructors during their ride.
Horses are animals and can be dangerous if not properly treated. The horse instructors are trained
to keep the horses in order and help keep the riders safe. For example, the elevation changes
along the trail can cause hazards when the riders are going from station to stations. Also,
multiple horses and people along the trail can cause hazardous conditions. Safety and welfare of
the riders and instructors on the trail was the number one priority while we designed the sensory
trail.

9.2

GLOBAL IMPACTS

Globally, sensory trails work to help the disabled and handicap populations to improve their
everyday lives. Horseback riding helps promote feelings of self-esteem and confidence. On a
small scale, trails like the one we designed can help riders overcome feelings like fear and
insecurity. This can globally affect this community by utilizing a new way to feel, learn, and
exercise better. The world has plenty of horses and this sensory horse trail project can exhibit
how horses around the world can be used in a positive way to help the community grow.

9.3

CULTURAL IMPACTS

This project positively affects the culture of our community. Each rider has different challenges
they deal with on a day-to-day basis. Every rider will be treated according to their circumstances,
but Healing Reins works to accommodate all situations. For example, we designed each station
with inviting activities to accommodate each rider’s needs. This creates a welcoming culture
when entering each sensory station and allows for all to participate.

9.4

SOCIAL IMPACTS

Socially, the Healing Reins Sensory trail has plenty of benefits. The trail enables riders to
interact with instructors, other riders, and sensory stations along the trail. These social aspects
will improve the social skills and confidence of each rider.

9.5

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The horse sensory trail will positively affect the environment through natural resources used, our
ability to design the trail without damaging the current landscape, and by following the EPA’s
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regulations through the design process. Throughout this design process we followed the
Environmental Protection Agency’s policies on stormwater and proper usage of soil throughout a
given landscape. We worked to properly conduct our research and design while positively
helping the environment maintain its status.

9.6

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The Healing Reins sensory trail has many economic factors that were into consideration
throughout the design of the project. During the design, we worked to plan the trail with
affordable but safe materials. Healing Reins is receiving grants to pay for this project, so we
utilized safe and affordable materials to design the trail.

9.7

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

Throughout the design process of the Healing Reins Sensory Trail, the Code of Ethics for
engineers will be followed. This is an important and learned profession which takes many
people's safety, welfare, and health into effect. Throughout this process we considered each of
the six fundamental canons and followed them to the best of our ability. We worked to design a
sensory which held paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public. We performed
services only in the areas of our experience and learned field. We issued all design work and
statements to the customer in an objective and truthful manner. We acted as faithful agents and
trustees to our client. We avoided deceptive acts. And finally, we conducted ourselves
honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully to enhance the honor, reputation, and usefulness
of the profession. By following each of these canons, we were able to correctly follow the
professional standards of an engineer.
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APPENDIX A

Table 1: Design Factors
Design Factors

Sections Where Applicable

Public health, safety, and welfare
Global
Cultural
Social
Environmental
Economic
Professional Standards

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
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APPENDIX B

Rain Garden Equations Used:

(1) 𝑸 =

(𝑷 𝟎.𝟐𝑺)𝟐
𝟎.𝟖𝑺 𝑷

Q = stormwater runoff (inches)
S = storage (inches)
P = precipitation frequency (inches)

(2) 𝑺 =

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
𝑪𝑵

− 𝟏𝟎

CN = curve number

(3) 𝑪𝑵𝒘 =

∑ 𝑪𝑵𝒊 𝑨𝒊
𝑨𝑻

CNw = weighted curve number
CNi = curve number for specified area
Ai = specified area
AT = total disturbed area

(4) 𝑽𝒓 = 𝑸𝑨𝑻

Vr = runoff volume (ft3)
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(5) 𝑨𝒈 =

𝑽𝒓
𝒅 𝒈 𝒏𝒘

Ag = rain garden area (ft2)
dg = depth of rain garden (ft)
nw = weighted porosity of soil

(6) 𝒏𝒘 =

𝒅𝒔𝒍 𝒏𝒔𝒍 𝒅𝒄𝒍 𝒏𝒄𝒍 𝒅𝒍 𝒏𝒍 𝒅𝒔𝒄 𝒏𝒔𝒄
𝒅𝒔𝒍 𝒅𝒄𝒍 𝒅𝒍 𝒅𝒔𝒄

dsl = depth of silty loam soil (inches)
nsl = porosity of silty loam soil
dcl = depth of clay loam soil (inches)
ncl = porosity of clay loam soil
dl = depth of loam soil (inches)
nl = porosity of loam soil
dsc = depth of silty clay soil (inches)
nsc = porosity of silty clay soil
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Rain Garden Calculations:

(1) 𝑪𝑵𝒘 =

(𝟎.𝟏𝟑𝒂𝒄)∗(𝟕𝟒) (𝟎.𝟎𝟗𝒂𝒄)∗(𝟔𝟏)
𝟎.𝟐𝟐𝒂𝒄

CNw = 68.8
CN for driveway = 74
CN for grass = 61
Adriveway = 0.13 acres
Agrass = 0.09 acres
AT = 0.22 acres
(2) 𝑺 =

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
𝟔𝟖.𝟖

− 𝟏𝟎

S = 4.56 inches
(3) 𝑸 =

(𝑷 𝟎.𝟐𝑺)𝟐
𝟎.𝟖𝑺 𝑷

Q = 0.142 (inches)
P = 1.79 (inches)
(4) 𝑽𝒓 = (𝟎. 𝟏𝟒𝟐𝒊𝒏) ∗ 𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝒂𝒄 ∗

𝟒𝟑𝟓𝟔𝟎𝒇𝒕𝟐
𝟏𝒂𝒄

∗

(𝟏𝟐𝒊𝒏)𝟐
𝟏𝒇𝒕𝟐

Vr = 113.40 (ft3)
(5) 𝒏𝒘 =

𝒅𝒔𝒍 𝒏𝒔𝒍 𝒅𝒄𝒍 𝒏𝒄𝒍 𝒅𝒍 𝒏𝒍 𝒅𝒔𝒄 𝒏𝒔𝒄
𝒅𝒔𝒍 𝒅𝒄𝒍 𝒅𝒍 𝒅𝒔𝒄

dsl = 8 (inches)
nsl = 0.501
dcl = 30 (inches)
ncl = 0.464
dl = 10 (inches)
nl = 0.463
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∗

𝟏𝒇𝒕𝟑
(𝟏𝟐𝒊𝒏)𝟑

dsc = 24 (inches)
nsc = 0.479
nw = 0.47297
(𝟔)𝑨𝒈 =

𝑽𝒓
𝒅𝒈 𝒏𝒘

dg = 1.833 (ft)
Ag = 130.80 (ft2)
Total area of the two rain gardens is 130.8 ft2. Each rain garden will have an area of 65.4 ft2 and
a depth of 1.83 ft.
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APPENDIX C

Table 2: Preliminary Project Schedule
Task
Decide Project
Talk to Healing Reins about needs
Project Research
Site Visit 1 and meet with Monica Fella
Develop Project Plan
Site Visit 2 and Determine Station Layout
Design Stations
Complete a Soil Survey and Boring Log
Talk with Edith Hardcastle about plants for the site
Design Rain Garden
Design Planting Plan
Survey
Complete Civil 3D CAD drawing to show existing conditions
Design new trail conditions on Civil 3D
Cost Estimate
Draft Presentation Review
Draft Report to advisor
Final Plan Set
Final Presentation
Final Poster
CATME Survey
Final Report to advisor, shared drive, and SOAR
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Due Date
10-Nov
22-Nov
17-Jan
7-Feb
14-Feb
1-Mar
7-Mar
10-Mar
17-Mar
21-Mar
25-Mar
28-Mar
28-Mar
4-Apr
8-Apr
1-Apr
8-Apr
15-Apr
22-Apr
28-Apr
28-Apr
28-Apr

APPENDIX D

Figure 49: Bill of Materials and Final Costs Labor Included.
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Figure 50: Bill of Materials and Final Costs Labor Excluded.
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APPENDIX E

Figure 51: Heavy Bid Software.
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APPENDIX F

Table 3: Boring Log
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Figure 52: Soil Map

Table 4: Soil Map Legend
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Table 5: Hydrologic Soil Group

Table 6: Engineering Properties
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Table 7: Precipitation Frequency Chart

Table 8: Soil Infiltration Data
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Table 9: TR-55 Curve Number Table
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APPENDIX G
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